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l ntroduction 
The main object of palaeolimnological studies comprises the changes that 
have taken place in a Iake in the course of time. These changes have left their 
mark in the annals of the bottom deposits thus allowing the reader to follow 
the lake's life history. The stratal structure of the bottom, the stratigraphy, 
forms an essential basis for palaeolimnological studies. The methodology of 
palaeolimnology is thus a stratigraphical one. For example, geomorphology 
teils us little more than that a lake existed; stratigraphical studies of its depo-
sits are necessary for the reconstruction of its history as DEEVEY (1953) app-
ropriately remarks. 
P entti A lhonen: Palaeolimnological investigations 
In his synthesis on bottom deposits of lakes, which appeared in 1927 as a 
part of the well-known >>Binnengewässer>> series, G. Lu)[DQ'\IST already showed 
the bottom deposits to be the visible final outcome of the life phenomena and 
dynamic processes (the influence of surroundings and the climate included) 
within a lake. Thus a successive comparison of the physical structure, che-
mistry, mineralogy, flora and fauna of lake sediments gives us information 
about the Sedimentation conditions and the palaeoecology of a lake. The more 
methods that have been used, the more conclusive a reconstruction can be 
made. 
For palaeolimnology which involves the events within a lake mainly as a 
function of time, the solving of the age relations of the bottom deposits be-
comes a matter of primary importance, as it ought to be possible to compare 
the development of different lakes. Perhaps the most classical example of a 
lake which has been an object for palaeolimnological studies is Linsley Pond 
in the United States of America. It was on the biostratonomy of this lake 
that DEEVEY published his pioneer work in 1942. Other well-known object s 
of palaeolimnological work are Windermere (PEX~!NGTON 1943) and Esth-
waite Water (GouLDEN 1964) in the English Lake District, as weil as Längsee 
in Austria (FREY 1955) and Schieinsee in Germany (FREY 1961). Some lakes 
in Alaska, like Death Valley Lake, Chandler Lake, Lake A and Eight Lake 
(LIVINGSTONE, BRYAN & LEAHY 1958), Lake Biwa-ko in Japan (HoRIE 1961) 
and Dead Man Lake in New l\Iexico, U .S.A. (l\IEGARD 1964) deserve to be 
included among the most important e:s:amples. The recent detailed study of 
WIECKOWSKI (1966), on the bottom deposits and palaeolimnology of Miko-
lajki lake, is also worth mentioning. 
It may be mentioned in this connexion that although the main field of 
study in palaeolimnology has been lakes with a Pleistocene and Holocene 
stratigraphy, attempts have also been made to reconstruct the limnology of 
fresh water deposits in Palaeozoic rocks of Permian age (ca. 260 million years 
old) (see BRADLEY 1963). 
Information about the bottom conditions of Finnish lakes is surprisingly 
scanty. One obj ect of study of Finnish Quaternary - perhaps even quite a 
central one - has been, and still is, the Post-glacial geological development of 
our lakes, but the methods used in this study have been morphometry on one 
hand and the stratigraphy of surrounding peat lands on the other. In this 
last mentioned study pollen and diatom analyses have been used. The Sedi-
mentation questions proper of our lakes have gained less consideration. As 
far as it is known to the present author only ]ÄRXEFELT (1955) and KERMINEX 
(1965) have dealt with recent Sedimentation in some of our lakes. 
Among the Quaternary geologists who have studied the Post-glacial devel-
opment of Finnish lakes Väinö Auer is to be mentioned first of all. With his 
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work >> Die postglaziale Geschichte des Vanajavesisees>> {AUER 192!1) he laid a 
foundation for limnogeological studies in our country. A valuable continuation 
along the same lines was the work on Lake Höytiäinen which he published 
jointly with Sauramo in 1928 (SAURAMO & AUER 1928). The ontogeny of lake 
basins, their isolation from connexion with the Baltic Sea, thus came to afford 
an important method for studies of the Baltic shore-line displacement. The 
Post-Pleistocene conditions within Vanajavesi have been further elucidated 
in greater detail by SrMOLA (1963) . Further the geological history of some of 
our greater lakes, as weil as others, has been dealt with in the studies of HEL-
LAAKOSKI (1922, 1936) and L.-\PPALAIXE)( (1962) (Saimaa), TüLVANEN (1922), 
L. AARIO (1936 a, 1952) and R. AARIO (1965) (Päijänne), HYVÄRINEN (1966) 
(Pielinen), L. AARIO (1933), l\lÖLDER (1955) and VA ARI {1962). 
In the author's opinion the primary task of palaeolimnology in Finland 
should be to elucidate first the developmental history of eutrophy, oligotrophy 
and dystrophy, a question ,,·hich has been touched on by VASARI (1962) in 
connexion with his study of the vegetational history of the Kuusamo district. 
A dystrophic additional feature is typical of the majority of Finnish lakes, 
and as such is an interesting subject of palaeolimnological study in its own 
right. This type of brown water comprises more than 60 % of Finnish lakes 
{JÄR)(EFELT 1935; KAARTOTIE 1962). It is as examples of this that the lakes 
discussed in this paper have been chosen and biostratigraphical methods 
have been used to elucidate the development of an eutrophic. an oligotrophic 
a dystrophic Iake in a region of south-\vestem Finland. 
Methods 
Ficld inuestigations 
Cores from the bottom deposits of the lakes have been taken with a plexiglass piston 
sampler (Ar.HONE:-> 1963 b, Pig. 1). a device particularly suitable for limnic sediments. 
The sample r is essentially the same as that used by Lrn:->GSTO:->E ( 1955). A Hili er sampler 
was also used in th e field work, particularly when dealing with the stratigraphy of Kyrös-
j ä rvi. In summer the sample series were taken from an anchorcd rowboat, in winter from 
ice, the sampling procedure then being much easier . The core obtained was first extruded 
as such on to an aluminium trough. Prom this core se,·eral small samples were then taken 
for various analyses and packed into plastic tubes. Part of the sample series h as been 
stored, wrapped in strong plastic . The macroscopical Observations of the bottom deposit 
werc macle in the fielcl, immediately afte r the sampling proceclure. 
Labaratory illvestigatiolls 
The bottom cleposits were identifiecl microscopically mainly according to the methocl 
clescribecl by LUXDQ\"IST ( 1926, 192 ;) ancl they were clated by pollen-analysis. The pollen 
spectra were usually taken at fi,·e cm inten·als. In some cases, however, the distances 
were reclucecl to 2.5 cm. In clay Ionger inten ·als, usually 10 cm, were nsed. Of the Iake 
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deposits the gyttjas were boiled for a few minutes in 10 % KOH. Immediately afterwards 
a slide was made with glyceroljelly stain ed with safranin. In order to ascertain the pollen 
composition of clays sediment samples were first boiled for some time in 30 % HF some-
what diluted with water, then in HCI and thereafter it was boiled in 10 % KOH and fi-
nally a slide was made in the usual way. This preparation method is essentially the same 
as that described in the t extbook of F.-\EGRI & IvERSE::-1 ( 1950). 
150-200 tree pollen grains (AP) were counted from each preparation. In cases when 
the slides were poor in pollen , however , not quite so many. The tree pollen makes up the 
basic pollen sum, the non-arboreal pollen (NAP), aquatic pollen {AquP) and spores have 
been counted as percentages of this sum. The pollen diagrams are drawn in the form of 
>> resolved >> diagrams where each pol!en type is represented by its own ~saw blade* (cf. 
FAEGRI & !VERSEN 1%4, p. 91). 
' When making a diatom preparation the organic matter was removed by keeping the 
material in 30 % H 20 2 solution for c. 24 h. at a temperature of 50°C in an oven. After 
this treatment the diatom scales were separated from mineral particles by repeated flush-
ing and decanting. The mounting medium used was Hyrax. 
In each sample analysed, 100-200 individuals were identified and counted. The re-
sults have been given as percentages in the form of resolved diagrams as for the pollen 
grains. In the identification of diatoms Hustedt's flora was mainly used. 
The quantitative Bosmina analysis has been made from fresh sediment following in 
the main the method described by DEEVEY {1942). The numbers of Bosmina fragments 
presented in diagrams h ave been counted for 1 cm3 of wet sediment. In this work each 
Bosmina head and shell was counted as one unit. Other fragments (e.g. single antennules 
and mucrones), as well as postabdominal claws, which were generally rather rare in the 
analysed samples, were not counted. On the other hand two shell halves were counted as 
one shell. 
The organic matter of the sediment has been shown as loss-on-ignition. It was deter-
mined by keeping a dried sample for 2 h. in an onn (of Sirnon & :Müller type) at 550°C. 
The loss-on-ignition is given in diagrams as percentages. 
The carbon and iron content of sediments was analysed using the ruethod described 
in the *Standard Methods•> t extbook. The preliminary treatment of iron was done with 
HCI. The nitrogen determination was made according to a slightly modified Kjeldahl 
method . The chemical analyses of water were made using the methods described in •Stand-
ard Methods•>1 and »Deutsch e Einheitsverfahrem2 te::-..~books. 
The measurements of pH in the cores were made from fresh samples with a Beckman 
pH meter model N. 
The echo curves for Iake depth orientations were obtained with a Koden KS-366 sea 
recorder. 
The chemical sediment analyses and the water chemical analyses of Kyrösjärvi were 
made in the Iabaratory of the Official Water Pollution Contra! Bureau of Finland. The 
chemical analyses of water from J alanti were obtained from the Association for the Pro-
tection of \.Vaters in H äme (Tavastia). The linmological observations of Sarkkil anjärvi 
were made by the author. 
1 »Standard methods for the examination of water and wastewater including bottom 
~ediments and sludges» prepared and published jointly by tlle American Public Health 
Association, the American \.Vater \.Vorks Association and tlle Water Pollution Control 
Federation. New York 1965. 
2 »Deutsche Einheitsverfahren zur \,Yasser, Abwasser und Sclllammuntersuchung.• 
Weinheim 1960. 
\ 
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The lakes, their geological environment and limnological 
character 
K yrösj är vi 
Attitude 83 m 
Geographical location 61°45' N Lat, 23°10' E Lang. 
? 
Kyrösjä r vi, a Iake (the Finnish word järvi means Iake; for the explanation of some 
Finnish words occuring in the geographical names, see p . 51) elongated in a north-west 
southeasterly di rection, is sit uated in the parishes of Ikaalinen , Hämeenkyrö and Vil-
jakkala. It h as an approximately 36 km long, and on average, 5 km broad basin with sev-
eral long bays . The almost tfiord-like• bay of Kovelahti alone is 12 km long. Kyrösjärvi 
is the biggest Iake of the I kaalinen watercourse and it receives addit ion al water from the 
m iddle-sized lakes of North ern Satakunta, e.g. Jämij ärvi and Parkanonjärvi. Its outlet 
goes through the rapids of Kyröskoski to K irkkoselkä and beyond to the Kokemäki-
r iver (Kokemäenjoki) . The ancient drainage of Kyrösjärvi has been studied by L. AA.Rro 
{1936 b). 
The Precambrian bedrock in the surroundings of Kyrösjä r vi is characterized by sev-
eral separate schist belt s. The bedrock of the Iake environments also includes veined 
gneiss, peridotites , gabbros, diorites and granite rocks (see HUID1A, SALLI & l\{ATISTO 1952). 
TABLE I. Some limnological data of Lake Kyrösjärvi . Data from 1. 4. 1966. 
Depth Tempe- K~Ino4 Conduc- Colour 
(m) rature pH 0 2 (mg/1) COD tivity (Pt mgfl) (OC) (mg/1) (J.tS) 
I 0.3 5.9 11.0 70 33 11 01) 
3 1.3 6.3 I 0.9 36 85 
5 1.8 6.4 I 0.9 5'• 35 75 
7 2.3 G.5 10.9 37 75 
J O 2.7 0.5 I 0.9 36 75 
'15 3.1 6.5 10.5 36 75 
20 3 .4 6.5 10.0 ' -~' 36 75 
25 3.6 6.8 8.6 36 75 
30 3.9 6.2 6.9 37 75 
35 3.9 6.2 5.4 38 75 
39 4.2 6.4 1.8 46 ' • j 110 
t,o 4 .3 6.5 1.6 5 1 110 
Total N TotalP TotalS K Ca ::'-<a Cl Total F e 
(mgfl) (mgfl) (mg/1) (mgf l) (mgfl) (mgfl) (mgfl) (mgfl) 
0.6 0 .02 2.2 1.4 0.6 2.6 3.5 0.8 
5 0.5 0.02 3.2 1.6 1.2 2.7 3.5 0.5 
20 0.5 0.02 2.3 '1.7 1 .2 2.9 3.6 0.4 
39 0.7 0.05 2.1 1.8 1.0 2.8 3. 7 1.5 
1) n. b. 110 Pt units corresponds to 16.6 mg humus in one litre of dry matter! 
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The most important Pleistocene formation is tbe continuous, imposing glaciofluvia l sys-
tem of H ämeenkangas-Pohj ankangas, called by \ .IRKKALA (1963) tTbe Xäsij ä rvi m arginal 
fonuatiom. Ablation till is found especially in the northern part of Kyrösjärvi . The clay 
and silt sediments surrou nding the lake are at present mostly under cultivation. Bogs a re 
common in the near as well as in the far endronment. 
] ÄRNEFELT (-1956, pp. 106, ·t 23, 138, ! 50) has published some limnological data about 
Kyrösjärvi . T ypica l species in the plankton are ApllanizomwotL flos aquae, Ti ntimwpsis 
nana and NI elosira italica, there are also indicators of eutrophy like Pediastrum duplex 
P. tetras, Scenedesmus opoliensis, Cyclotella meneghiniana, Fragilaria capucina, Fr. croto-
nensis, lVI elosira islandica and A nureopsis jissa. Indicators of oligotrophy occuring in the 
plankton of Kyrösjärvi are Dinobryon bavaricum, D. cylindricwn and Cyclotella operculata 
(JÄRNEFELT ·! 956) . Other lirnnological observations have been p resented in Table I. The 
Secchi disk transparency is r elatively low, 1. 2 m (26. 7. 1966), and the water is brown in 
colour. 
The great est depth rneasured is 1,3 m according to J .Ä.RXEFELT ( 1956). Kyrösj ä rvi is 
an example of a browu-coloured lake . Some of its bays are •mixotrophic• due to secondary 
factors. 
The lakes s tudied are m arked on the rnap, Fig. I. 
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FIG I. Index map of Finland showing locations of in\·estigated lakes. I = K yrösjän·t 
2= Sarkkilanjärd and 3= J a lanti 
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Sarkkilanjärvi 
Altitude Si m 
Geographicallocation 61° '•5' X Lat . 2:~0 06' E Long 
9 
Sarkkilanjärvi, in the pa ri sh of Ikaal in en, is a •>bag-shaped•> Iake which becomes r egu-
larly nanower towards its northern end. It is about 800 m long and about 300 m wide 
at its widest . Two p airs of p a rallel profiles were sounded across the Iake, one pair in the 
longitudinal and the other pair in the trans\·e rse direction . These profiles reveal the bathym-
etry of the Iak e to show only minor variations. The littoral zone is narrow in transverse 
profiles and the b asin becomes deeper towards its centre r apidly and evenly. The long i-
tudinal profiles a lso show the littora l zone to be n a rrow a t the south-eastern end of the 
Iake but much wider a t the north-western end. This part of the Iake is also partly paludi-
fied. The greatest depth m easured is 11 m. On the average the d epth is about 6 m. 
Sarkkilanjän·i is surrounded by the same Precambrian bedrock as Kyrösjärv i. The 
superficial deposits are m a inly till and glacioflu vial m at erial , however, there is, also some 
clay on the northern side of the Iak e. Practica lly no r eal bogs exist in the environment. 
Sarkkilanjän·i r eceives additional water from springs in its surroundings and it flows 
into Kyrösj ä rvi. Approximately ha lf the shores are under cultivation. The water of the 
Iak e is rather cl ear with a greenish tinge . The Secchi disk transparency is r easonably high, 
2. 3 m (19. 8. 1964). The Iak e is more or less oligotrophic in character although the pH 
and conductivity values of T able 2 indica t e that there is a slight eutrophication process 
going ou in the Iake. 
T ABLJ·: 2. Sam e limnological data of Lake Sarllkila.11järvi. Data from 19 . 8. 1961 . 
Depth (m ) T empera ture (0 C) pH Conductivity (,uS) 
() 16.6 -, .2 ::i6 
1 16.6 ; .3 56 
16.5 6.9 56 
:l 16.4 ; .1 52 
15.8 ; .l 51 
5 1 11.5 1).2 52 
(j 10 .5 ti 9 5:! 
10. 1 6. 1 s:! 
8 8.4 6.0 s:l 
!) i .2 6.1 5:J 
l U 6.8 6. 2 S:l 
Jalanti 
Altitude 83 m 
Geographica l location 61° 10' N Lat , 23°!, 5' E Long 
J alanti , in the p a rish of Kylmäkoski , is a morphometrically longish Iake with a north-
west-southeasterly direction. It is about 6 km long and 2 km wide at its widest. Echo 
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sotutdiugs prove the Iake to be bathymetrically very even. The greatest depth measured 
is 6 m, the ayerage depth about 3 m. The prevailing rocks in the a rea are Precambrian 
micaceous gneisses. Granite is a lso found . The endronment is mainly characterized by 
clay and small successiYe till mounds (annual ridges?) of which at least some seem t o con-
sist partly of outwash material. Giaciofluvi al formations are very rare in the surroundings. 
The spaces between the till monnds a re filled by silty sediments. The a rea of peat land is 
small. 
Jalanti receives additional wa t ers from T arpianjoki and flows into Vanajavesi (Jumu-
sen selkä). Almostall the shores are cultivated. 
The Secchi disk transparency is fa irly low, 0. 9 m (2 1. 9. 196'•) . The colour of the water 
agairrst a white disk is yellowish green. An additional pelotrophic feature is afforded by 
some jturbidity caused by clay m ateria l. This feature is often characteristic of eutrophic 
lakes in Finland (cf. e.g. ]ÄRl''ffiFELT 1952 a, pp. 205-207). 
The m acrophyte vegetation is luxurious. Scir-pt•s lawslris, Glyceria maxima and Phrag-
mites commttnis occur in wide stands. T ypha latijolia and Iris pseudacorus a re also found. 
Table 3 summarizes the maiu limuological data coucerning J a lauti. This Iak e is a ty-
pical representative of an eutrophic (clayey) Iake in Finland . 
T ABLE 3. Same linmological data of Lake j ala11ti. Data from 21. 9. 1964 
Depth Temperature 0 2 (mg/1) K:\fn0 4 Conductidty Colour (m) (OC) pH COD (pS) (Pt mgfl) (mg/1) 
1 '10.4 7.2 10.0 !t 4 ;5 11 0 
3 10.4 7.2 10 .0 43 'i5 11 0 
5 10.4 j .2 10.0 43 i5 !1 0 
Lake profiles and pollen stratigraphy 
As has been mentioned already, pollen analysis has been applied to the 
dating of lake sediments. This method is especially suitable in the case of 
Pleistocene and Post-Pleistocene ( = Holocene) lake sediments. Changes in 
the surrounding vegetation, in partiewar changes in forest composition, are, 
as is weil known, reflected in the pollen composition of lake sediments. Similar 
changes observable in the mutual relations of pollen percentages afford a 
basis for distinguishing pollen zones which facilitates surveying of a diagram. 
This Ieads to the establishment of a relative chronology, the phases of which 
can be dated more accurately by other methods. Recently radiocarbon deter-
minations have been used for dating pollen stratigraphy. 
The Post-Pleistocene pollen profiles from the bottarn deposits of the lakes 
under investigation, Kyrösjärvi, SarkkilanjärYi and Jalanti, have been divided 
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into zones according to the scheme of DONNER (1963, pp.4-7, see also 196!t, 
196::> and 1966 a) for Southern Finland, which is essentially the sameasthe 
division first used by SAURAMO (1949, also in his summary of the history of 
the Baltic Sea 1958, p. 44). In addition to the Post-Pleistocene zone bounda-
ries IV/V, V/VI and VIII/IX the rationallimit of Tilia, ro, and the Ulmus 
decline, u-, have also been used in dating the sediments of Kyrösjärvi. 
The former has been regarded as the local zone boundary VI/VII and the latter 
as the local zone Iimit VII/VIII. 
Several investigators have, in recent years, used the radiocarbon method 
for dating the Finnish Post-glacial pollen stratigraphy (cf. for example SALMJ 
1963; \"ASARI 1963, 1965; TOLO::-ffiN 1963; SORSA 1964, 1965; R. AARIO 1965 a 
and b; HvvÄRI:\fE)< 1966 and AARTOLAHTI 1966). The C14 datings of the pollen 
stratigraphy of southern and south-western Finland (cf. for example SALM! 
1962; .-\.LHO)<EN 1964; Tv:-:r:-..TJ 1966; VrRKK.ALA 1966 and DONNER 1966 b) all 
indicate that the time table complied by SAURAMO (cf. 1958, p. 44) for Late-
quaternary events is in all main features correct, at least everywhere within this 
particular part of Finland. 
The rational Iimit of Tilia , T 0 , and the Ulmus decline, u-, were both, as 
was mentioned before, used as local chronological reference niveaus only. This 
is because they are asynchronous, perhaps already within a relatively small 
area. Besides the manifestation of the Ulmus decline in Finnish pollen profile:3 
is often very much a question of interpretation. LAPPALAINEN (1965)demon-
strates it from the area around southern Lake Saimaa and interprets it to 
be a local phenomenon only. According to LAPPALAINEN (1965) the Ulmus 
decline in the Saimaa area is probably synchronous with the Ulmus decline 
described througbout ScandinaYia although in the Saimaa area it is not in 
causal connexion with human influence. It may be mentioned that the C14 
ages for the Ulmus decline in Mogetorp, Middle Sweden are 5360± 100 B.P. 
and 5330± 100 B.P. (FLORI:;r 1958) and in Västergötland 5280± 110 B.P. and 
5580± 110 B.P. (FRIES 1958, pp. 40-41, seealso FRIES 1965, p. 278). 
Kyrösfärvi 
In order to study the bottom stratigraphy of Kyrösjärvi 29 borings have been made 
from different parts of the Iake. Most of the borings belong to line profiles which indicate 
the course of different strata in the littoral zone, i.e. the stratigrapltical structure of the 
littoraL Two of the borings form point profiles, viz. cores 14. and 29. Profiles III and IV 
(borings 10-13 and 22-28) have been published as a preliminary report (ALHONBN 1963 
a and b). Cores 1 :l and 27 were used for studying their pollen succession. 
According to the author 's material the bottom stratigraphy of Kyrösj ärvi is as fol-
ows : The bottom-most part of the deposits consists of clay which is overlain by clay 
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gyttja, a sediment grey in colour. This is followed by fine brown detritus gyttja, in its 
lower part often with a greenish tinge. This is in turn o\·er!ain by a sediment which can 
be identified as a clay-gyttja containing clay and silt . Csually it is grey-coloured, in some 
profiles it has a blueish tinge. It is a transgressi,-e sediment. The upper part of the sedi-
m ent succession is formed by coarse detritus gyttja with a topmost layer of ä\·ja . The 
macroscopical sediment colour of the coarse d etritus gyttja is brown, ä\·ja is reddish brown, 
sometimes almost orange, it is thus evidently actiYe and oxidizing. 
Core 5 
Core 5 belongs to the line profile I (borings 1-5) which was taken from the Vatulan-
sdkä bay of Kyrösjärvi in north-south direction . From the shore to a depth of 20 m the 
bottom is covered by littoral sand which, further down, is replaced by transgressive clay-
gyttja. Coarse detritus gyttja is formed at site 5 (core 5) where the stratigraphy is of the 
following kind: 
coarse detritus gyttja 5 cm 
clay-gyttja 22 cm 
fine detritus gyttja i 5 cm 
clay-gyttja 2; cm 
The thickness of clay was not measured and the profiles reach down to a depth of I. 5 m 
only. 
The pollen profile of core 5 is presented in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the diagram that 
the zone boundary V /VI coincides with the contact of clay and clay-gyttja where the 
Ainus rise begins. Tilia polleu grains occur very sporadically, but T 0 can be said to be at 
a depth of 95 cm where the zone boundary VI/VII thus can be placed. u- is ,-e ry much 
a matter of interpretation, and so the zone boundary VII/ VIII has not been rnarked in 
the diagram. It could be at the 60 cm Ievel tagether with the beginning of the continuous 
Picea curve, P 0 • The zone boundary VIIIfiX has been defined on the basis of the behav-
iour of the curves of rare d eciduous trees (Qttercetum mixtum) and it coincides with the 
stratigraphical transition from fine detritus gyttja to c!ay-gyttja. 
Core 8 
This core belongs to the line profile II (borings 6-9) . It was taken from the Suolahti 
bay of Kelminselkä towards Kotkatpohja. The bottarn of this line is co,·ered by clay to a 
distance of 20-25 m from the shore, from then on the surface layer of the bottom is 
formed by transgressi\·e clay-gyttja. The stratigraphy of core 8 is as follows : 
coarse detritus gyttja about 
clay-gyttja 
fine detritus gyttja 
clay-gyttja 
Sem 
20 cm 
30 cm 
Sem 
The length of the profile studied is 70 cm, as the thickness of the clay was not measuerd 
in this case either. 
Fig. 3 shows the pollen stra tigraphy of core 8, from which it is evident that the zone 
Iimit V/ VI lies at the contact of clay and clay-gyttja as was the case in the previous 
diagram. T~ is at the Ievel of 40 cm. u-, which is unusually weil defined, is t obe placed at 
the Ievel of 27 cm. The zone boundary VIIIfiX in this case can also be placed at the 
contact between fine detritus gyttja and clay-gyttja. 
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Core I '• 
Co re [!, m a kes the point p rofil e I\". T his sample series was t aken from the shore 
of Peltosaari a t a place where the depth of wa t er is 0.5 m . The sediment sequence is as 
fo llows: 
coarse det ri t us gyttj a 
clay-gyttj a 
fin e d etritus gyttj a 
clay-gyttj a 
cl ay 
:icm 
'tO ClTI 
135 Clll 
60 Clll 
350 cm d ep osited on till 
The pollen stra tigraphy of this series is illust rat ed in Fig . 4 . The Belula-dom.inat ed 
zone I\' and the P inu.s-do mina t ed zone V a r e clearl y vis ible in the clay. The zone boundary 
Vf \ ' I coincides wi t h the s tratigra phical trans it ion bet ween the clay and clay-gyttj a. T ilia 
a ppea rs in the succession a t a depth of 165 cm, tlms m arking the zone bounda ry Yl / VII. 
The L ' /mus decline is quite cl ear in the pollen spectrum of the 135 cm Ie,·el and the zone 
Iimit \ ' III/ IX may also, in this profil e lie a t the contact of fin e d etritus gyttj a and clay-
gyttj a. 
Core I (i 
Core 16 belongs to profil e V which includes a ll the sampling sites 15-21 . This line 
profi le has been taken from the shore by the local secondary scbool, towards Kuiva niemi. 
It ca n be not ed that near the shore the botto m is first covered by sand which near er the 
pelagia l, is replaced by tra nsgressi\·e clay-gyttj a . R ecent gyttj a deposition takes place in 
the four met ers d eep d epress ion crossed by the profil e where coa rse detritus gyttj a is 
found. Core 16 re\·eals the following thicknesses for the va r ious secliments : 
clay-gyttj a 15 cm 
fine d etritus gyttja about :10 cm 
clay -gyttj a 1 0 cm 
The thickness of the clay was not measured and the profil e was stuclicd down to a 
d epth of 80 cm only . 
The poll en diagrams, seen in Fig. 5, shows tha t zon e V appears in the upper pa rt of 
the clay. Zone bounda ry Y/ VI ca n be pl aced , as before, in the contact betwecn clay and 
clay-gyttj a . T 0 is in fin e d etritus gyttj a and clay-gyttj a. All zones a re cl ear and well di-
scernibl e. 
Core 29 
Profile \'II comprises core 29. It was t a ken fro m :IIajosselkä of K yrösj ä rvi. The wa t er 
d cpth on the sampling site was 6 m a nd the Stratigraphie sequence was as follows: 
cla y-gyttj a about 12 cm 
fine d etritus gyttj a 4 3 cm 
clay-gyttj a 55 cm 
clay • 90 cm 
The clay lies on mineral ground. 
Zones IV and \ " which appear in clay are weil defined and easily clistinguishable in 
tbe pollen stra tigraphy illustra t ed by Fig. 6. Tbe Al~Jus percentage is exceptionally high 
in zone V, but a compa rison with other pollen cliagrams of the basin shows tbat its ri se 
is likely t o be close t o the stra t igra phical transition between clay and clay-gyttj a. The 
other features of the d iagram , the falling t endency of P inus and the sligbt incrcase in the 
a mount of Betula, corrobora t e the m arking of the zone Iimit V /VI on the le\'el mentioned 
abO\·e . Although tbere a re ver y few pollen grains of T ilia, 1'0 can be regarded as Iy ing a t 
the le\'el marked in tbe cliagram. - a t a higber Ie ,·el is so mewhat clearer and the wne 
bounda ry VIII/ IX occurs a t a d epth of 10 cm in the cla y-gyttj a . 
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The age of the bottom sediments of K yrösjärvi dated according to 
pollen stratigraphy 
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Fig. I shows in summarized form all the pollen-ana lytically d at ed profiles from K yrös-
jär vi arranged according to their bathym etric position. It can be seen from the diagram 
that without exception the clay belongs to zones IV and V. The deposition of clay-gyttj a 
begins at the zone boundary VfVI. This means a t the same time the beginning of organic 
Sedimentation. T 0 , which has been used as the Iocal zon e boundary VI /VII, coincides in 
most profiles with the boundary between clay-gyttj a and fine detritus gyttja . The Ulmus 
decline, U-, used in this connexion as the zone boundary VII/VIII , occurs in a ll the pro-
fil es in the fine detritus gyttja. The zon e Iimit VIIIfiX has almost a lways been placed at 
the stratigraphical transition between fine d etrit us gyttj a and the transgressive clay-gyt t ja. 
A correlation between the pollen st ra tigraphy and the Post -Pleistocene p eriods (as 
d ef ined by SAURAMO 1958, p . t.4) sh ows that the clay was deposited during the Pre-Boreal 
a nd Boreal periods. Cl ay-gyttj a was deposited at the beginning of the Atlantic period , and 
fine detritus gyttj a during the Younger Atlan t ic and Sub-Boreal periods. Clay-gyttja was 
again deposited during the Sub-Atl antic period and the present bottom is covered m ainly 
by coarse detritus gyttj a . The upper clay-gyt t ja should be regarded as a transgressive 
sediment on the bas is of its s tratigraphical position and structure. This view is further 
supported by the fact tha t it is d at ed as occurring a t the m oist and cool Sub-Atlantic 
period. 
The beginning of the form ation of the coarse d etritus gyttja coincides with the a rti-
fki a l lowering of the Iake leYel in 1865. 
Sarkkilanfärvi 
The Sarkkilanj ä rYi sediment core was t aken towards the midd le of the basin, a t a place 
where tbe depth of wat er was 4 m . T he s tra tigraphy is as follows: 
0-1 85 cm brown fine detritus gyttj a 
185-1 90 cm grey clay-gyttj a 
190-440 cm blue clay, d eposited on sand 
Only the uppermost 50 cm of the cl ay were ana lysed , this being enough for the work 
on the present problem . 
The pollen stra tigraphy of Sarkk.il anj än ·i is presented in the diagram of Fig . 8. It is 
clear and easily diyisible into zones . The upper part of the clay, the clay-gyttj a and the 
lower p art of the fin e d etritus gyttj a belong t o zon e V. The zone boundary Vf\'I can b e 
placed a t the ·165 cm Ievel, where the sedim ent is fine d etritus gyttj a . The ra tional Iimit of 
Tilia, T 0 , is m anifest ed in the pollen spectrum of the 150 cm Ievel, although it h as not been 
ma rked in the diagram. The Ulmus decline, U - , is very much a matter of interpret a tion 
in this succession. The zone boundary \ -III/ IX a t tbe 45 cm Ievel (in fine d etritus gyttj a) 
is, on the other band , clearly visible. 
A comparison with Post -Pleistocene periods shows tha t clay, clay-gyttj a and also fine 
detritus gyttja were d eposited in the Sarkkilanjä rvi basin during the Boreal period. There-
aft er fin e detritus gyttj a h as been deposited up t o the present. The pollen chronology 
d iscussed a bove, is confirmed by four radiocar bon d et erminations (Fig . 8) , which will be 
discussed in more d et ail in another paper. 
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LE VEL OF LA~E KYROSJÄRVI 
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jalanti 
The Jalanti sediment core was t aken from the north-west ern end of the Iake. The depth 
of the water was 3.5 m. T he core stratigraphy is of the following kind : 
0-1 85 cm fine detritus gyttja, brown in colour, clearly lighter 
deeper down 
I 85-1 90 cm pa_l e grey, compact clay-gyttja 
I 90 - 3 iO cm blueish grey clay, the upper part of which has been 
investigated 
The changes in the pollen stratigraphy of Jalanti (for the diagram, see Fig. 9) a r e 
dis tinct and make the zone division easy. In the uppermost part of the clay the features 
characteristic of zone \' can be seen. The zone boundary \-/VI in the stratigraphical tran-
sition between clay and clay-gyttja is exceptionally weil marked . T 0 is likely to be placed 
at a d epth of 150 cm (fine d etritus gyttja) whereas u- depends more on interpret ation. 
Zones VIII and IX can b e easily distinguished from each other on the basis of the changes 
characteristic of this transition: a break in the continuous curves of rare d eciduous trees 
(components of Quercetum mixtum), an increase of Pinus, a decrease of Betula and a 
clear occurrence of Picea. 
\Vhen comparing the pollen stratigraphy with Post-Pleistocene periods it can be seen 
tha t cl ay was deposited in the Jalanti basin during the Boreal p eriod whereas the clay -
gyttj a and the bulk of the fine detritus gyttja were deposited during the Atlantic and 
Sub-Boreal periods. The sedimentation of fine detritus gyttja has continued in Jalanti 
e \·er s ince . 
Diatom succession 
The main significance of the analysis of the fossil diatom flora incorporated 
in the bottom sediments of lakes lies in solving the ontogeny of lakes, which 
in the case of this study, means the isolation of the lakes from the Ancient 
Baltic Sea.1 Another important point of view is the use of the fossil diatom 
flora in the elucidation of the life history of the lakes, i.e. applying diatom 
analysis in palaeolimnology. This is based on the fact that the development 
of diatom floras reflects the ecological character of their surroundings, in the 
first place the physical and chemical conditions of the lakes (see above all 
e.g. HusTEDT 1938-39, 1961; ~1ÖLDER 1943; ]0RGENSEN 1958; ] ÄRNEFELT 
1952; QUENNERSTEDT 1955; FLüllll1944, 1947; CliOLNOKY 1960, 1965; KORDE 
1966 and JusE 1966) . Thus the study of the fossil diatom flora can give us 
information about changes in the nutrient conditions through different de-
1 The t erm tantogeny• holds a central position in palaeolimnology. It was used by 
DEEVEY in his pioneer work (194 2). H e t ook this term to cover the whole development 
of a Iake. The present author has for his part confined this t erm to m ean on.ly the very 
moment of the isola tion of a Iake from the Baltic Sea, everything thereaft er is tdevelop-
mentt . 
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velopmental stages of the lake. These changes in turn enable us to follow the 
typological development of the lake. It is worth mentioning in this connexion 
that in the palaeoalgological curves given by KoRDE (1966) the climatic chan-
ges are reflected in the changes in the mutual proportians of diatoms and 
other algae. The diatoms are clearly dominant and have distinct maxirna dur-
ing the moister and colder periods (see KoRDE 1966, p. 10 and the Algae dia-
gram of the Kotokellake, Table IX). 
In the interpretation of the diatom diagrams of Kyrösjärvi, Sarkkilanjärvi 
and Jalanti I have applied the characterization presented by HusTEDT (1938 
-39) for the relation of fresh water diatoms to the pH (see also ]0RGENSEN 
'1 948; WASYLIK 1965 and MERILÄI='<"EN 1967) although, as is generally known, 
a lake has no constant pH values. Especial notice has been given to the oc-
currence of the dominant species in the succession and the conclusions have 
been based on them, although indicative significance has been given to some 
rarer but ecologically weil known species. The ecological term>>alkaliphilic>  
has been placed on a par with the term >>eutrophic>> and similarly >>acidophilic.'> 
with >>Oligotrophie>> . >>Indifferent>> (with regard to pH) species have been re-
garded as indicative of neutral waters. 
In the diatom diagrams each species has been given a separate column 
with the annotations of pollen zones. Thus it has been possible to compare 
the synchronaus changes observable in the diatom successions of the lakes 
studied. 
Ky rösjärvi 
The diatom succession of Kyrösjärvi has been analysed from profile IV 
(core 14). Diagram (Fig. 10) shows the subfossil diatoms from the clay up-
wards. M elosira islandica ssp. helvetica, A mphora ovalis, A. ovalis var. libyca, 
Diptoneis elliptica, Opephora iV!artyi, Gyrosigma attem{atum, G. K ützingii and 
Nitzschia tryblionella are typical for the upper part of the clay. Tagether they 
form a rather typical flora of great lakes (clear water lakes) indicating in this 
profile the Ancylus Lake phase of the Baltic Sea. 
According to the diagram the ontogeny of Kyrösjärvi takes place at the 
boundary between clay and clay-gyttja where the dominating influence of the 
great lake flora diminishes and the growth of common diatoms characteristic 
of smalllakes begins. The date of the isolation of Kyrösjärvi from the Ancylus 
Lake is, according to the pollen stratigraphy, the zone boundary V/VI. In the 
beginning the new lake is characterized by M elosira gratmlata var. angustis-
sima (also the type variety M. granulata), .\I. islandica ssp. helvetica, Eunotia 
pectinalis var. ventralis, T abellaria Jenestrata, T. flocc ulosa and T etracyclus 
lacustris. Further species of this phase include Cymbella aspera, Rhopalodia 
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gibba , Epithemia zebra var. porcellus, Surirella biseriata, Synedra ulna, Stauro-
neis phoenicenteron, S t. anceps, P innularia mesolepta and Gomphonema spp. 
The dominants among these species have their optimum in eutrophic waters 
(for the ecological characterization of these species see e.g. H usTEDT 1938-39; 
MÖLDER 1946; } 0RGE::-.ISEN 1948, p. 54). According to CHOLNOKY's Observa-
tions (1966 b, p . 213) Stauroneis anceps does not occur in eutrophic waters 
but in fairly acid ones its pH optimum being between 6.5 and 6.7. Further it 
is worth mention,ing that although Tabellaria Jenestrata and T. Jlocculosa have 
a rather wide pH amplitude (4.2-9 .0) they occur only rarely in eutrophic 
waters. The first mentioned of these species is most frequent at pH 5.0-7.0, 
the other at pH 4.2-7.0 (} 0RGE::-.ISEX 1948, p. 67). }ÄRNEFELT (1952 b) has 
found that T abellaria Jenestrata dominates in the plankton of oligotrophic 
waters, especially brown ones. According to MöLDER (1946, p . 10) the main 
occurrence of these species in Finland is in acid wat ers (cf. also H usTEDT 
1938-39). According to QuEKXERSTEDT (1955) Tabellaria Jenestrata occurs 
in the oligotrophic wat ers of the Längan district, northern Sweden, but K.'N"UD-
so::-.~ (1952) has found that T. Jenestrata is characteristic of fairly eutrophic 
ponds and lakes (in: FLORIX 1957). 
In the diatarn succession of the fine detritus gyttja in the pollen zones VII 
and VIII a clear t endency towards higher acidity is observed. The dominant 
species in the lower part of the fine detritus gyttj a are Tabellaria Jenestrata, T. 
Jlocculosa, Tetracyclus lacustris and Eunotia pectinalis var. ventralis. The clearly 
eutrophic indicators have disappeared and the upper part of the fine detritus 
gyttja is already characterized by distinctly acidophilic diatoms among which 
especially M elosira distans t ype variet y and M. distans var. lirata show ma-
xima. The pH amplitude of M. distans (type variety) according to }0RGENSEN 
(1948, p. 57) is 4.2-6.6. According to the observations of }ÄRNEFELT (1952 b , 
p. 16) Melosira distans is characteristic of oligotrophic more or less humose 
lakes. An interesting detail is affored by the occurrence of M elosira undulata 
in Kyrösjärvi during the Hypsithermal Interval (DEEVEY & FLINT 1957). 
According to H usTEDT (1936) it has its optimum in the lakes and brooklets 
of warmer countries. 
In the clay-gyttj a (pollen zone IX) other species are dominant . This deposit 
is characterized by Surirella robusta, Pinnularia dactylu.s and Tetracyclus la-
custris . According to LUNDQVIST (1927) they are more or less iron demanding 
species, >>iron forms >>, which are particularly t ypical of gyttjas containing Fe. 
H ere also the succession has, however, an acidophilic character although some 
eutrophic species exist, like Campylodiscus noricus var. hibernica , Cymbella 
lanceolata and some Gomphonema species (]0RGE::-.ISEN 1948). 
To sum up, the diatarn succession of Kyrösjärvi thus shows that after iso-
lation of the Iake from the Ancylus Lake K yrösjärvi was at first eutrophic 
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in eharaeter. From the beginning of the deposition of fine detritus gyttja 
(zone boundary VI/VII determined on the basis of T 0 ) Kyrösjär;i beeomes 
distinetly more aeid, oligotrophie in its type, and remains so for the most part 
of the Sub-atlantie period after the zone transition YIIIJIX. 
Sarkkilanjiirvi 
The diatom sueeession of Sarkkilanjärvi is given in diagrarnmatie form in 
Fig. 11. In the upper part of the clay there is a definite indieation of clear wa-
ter eonditions viz. an assoeiation dominated by !vf elosira i slandica ssp. helve-
tica , Stephanodiscus astraea, Cymatopleura elliptica, Cyrosigma attenuatum, 
Diptoneis domblittensis and D. 1\I auleri. This indieation eontinues up to the 
pollen zone boundary V /VI where diatoms eharaeteristie of small lakes begin 
to inerease. Sarkkilanjärvi thus has its ontogeny, sirnilar to that of Kyrös-
järvi, at the zone boundary V /VI and it is also isolated from the same phase 
of the Baltie Sea, viz. the Aneylus Lake. 
The development of the diatom flora shows no great variations in pollen 
zones VI, \'II and VIII. There is a eontinuous inerease in the number of aei-
dophilie Tabellariae, T. Jenestrata and T. Jlocculosa in the sueeession until the 
zone boundary VIII/IX. The dominant diatom Fragilaria pinnata is indiffer-
ent aeeording to HusTEDT, although it also oeeurs in the litoral of eutrophie 
waters (HUSTEDT 1938-39, p. 1:'>4). CHOLXOKY (1966, p. 184) is somewhat 
dubious about this eharaeterization and in the opinion of ]oRGEXSE. (19!18, 
p. 55) the speeies is alkaliphilie ~·ith a pH amplitude of 5.7-9.0. PATRICK 
(1956) states that Fragilaria pinnata prefers eutrophie shallow water. ::\Iör.-
DER (1946) similarly reports it from eutrophie waters. Cyclotella stelligera , 
with a more manifest oeeurrenee in the suceession in zones \'II and VIII, is 
rather eurytopie aeeording to Hl:STEDT (1938-39) as it is 1..-nown to oeeur in 
waters of different types. CHOLKOKY (1962, p. 66), however, states that this 
speeies oeeurs mainly in slightly alkaline waters which a re relatively rieh in 
nitrogen. !vf elosira gramtla.ta var. angustissima, Epithemia zebra Yar. purcellus 
and possibly also M elosira islandica ssp. helvetica indiea te a more eutrophie 
initialstage in the development of the lake. In zone IX there is a T etracyclus 
lacustris maximum which may be eaused by climatic faetors (cf. ::\IöLDER 1946, 
p. 18) . M elosira distans var. lirata p0ssibly indieates still more aeid eonditions. 
To sum up, the diatom sueeession of Sarkkilanjärvi shows that the Iake 
has not undergone any great typologieal change but remains more or less 
oligotrophie throughout its history. It ean be stated, howe,·er, that in its initial 
stages and during the thermal optimum arkkilanj än·i rnight ha\·e been more 
eutrophie than during the later pha es of its denlopment. 
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TABI.E • .. Th e characteristic diatoms of the Post-Pleistocene zones in lakes I<yrösjärvi, 
Sarkkilanjärvi and J alanti 
Pollen zones Kyrösjärvi 
Surirella robusta, Pinnu-
laria dactylus, :11elosira 
IX distans var. lirata, Eu-
notia pectinalis var. 
ventralis, Tetracyclus 
lacustris 
::\Ielosira distans, 
:\I. distans , ·ar. lirata, 
\"III Eunotia pectinalis var. 
,-entralis, Teiracyclus 
lacustris, Tabellaria 
fcncstrata, T. fl occulosa 
Tabellaria fenestrata, 
T. flocculosa, 
Tetracyclus lacustris, 
\'II ::\[elosira undulata , 
Eunotia pectina lis va r. 
ventralis 
::\Ielosira islandica ssp. 
helvetica, ::\Ielosira gra-
nulata var.angustissima, 
VI Eunotia pectinalis ,-ar. 
vent ral is, Tabellaria 
fenestrata, T. flocculosa , 
Tetracyclus lacustris, 
Pinnularia rnesolepta, 
Gomphonema spp. 
Ontogeny 
::\Ielosira islandica ssp. 
heh·etica, Opephora 
Martyi, Dipioneis 
elliptica, 
Amphora 0\·alis 
Sarkkilanjär\"i 
Tetracyclus lacustris , 
:llelosira distans var. 
lirata, Fragilaria pin-
nata, Fr. constricta, 
Eunotica pectinalis var. 
nntralis, Tabellaria 
fenestrata, T. flocculosa 
Fragilaria pinnata, 
Tabellaria fenestrata, 
T. flocculosa, Cyclotella 
stelligera, Tetracyclus 
lacustris, ::\Ielosi r a 
distans var. lirata 
Fragilaria piuuata, 
::\lelosira islandica ssp. 
heh·etica , Tabellaria 
fenestrata, T. flocculosa, 
Gyrosigma attenuatum, 
::\Ielosira granulata var. 
angustissima, Cyclotella 
stelligera, Eunotia 
pectinalis var. ventralis 
::\Ielosira islandica ssp. 
helYetica, Fragilaria 
pinnata , Epithemia 
zebra ,·ar. porcellus, 
Gyrosigma attenuatum, 
Tabellaria fenestrata, 
T. flocculosa 
:IIelosira islandica ssp. 
helvetica, 
Stephanodiscus astraea, 
Gyrosigma attenuatum, 
Gymatopleura elliptica, 
Dipioneis domblittensis, 
:l[elosira italica 
J alanti 
J alanti 
:lfelosira granulata, 
M. granulata var. angus-
tissima, Tabellaria, fe-
n estrata, Cyclotella 
comta, Fragilaria pin-
nata, Melosira italica, 
Epithemia zebra var. 
porcellus 
Melosira granulata, 
M. granulata var. an-
gustissima, Tabellaria 
fenestrata, Tetracyclus 
lacustris, ;\lelosira italica 
Melosira granulata, 
M. granulata \'ar. angus-
tissima, M . italica, Tetra-
cyclus lacustris , Tabel-
laria fenestrata, T. floc-
culosa 
l\1elosira granulata, 
M. granulata var. an-
gustissima, M. italica, 
Tetracyclus lacustri s. 
Tabellaria fenestrata, 
T. flocculos a, Epithemia 
zebra var. porcellus, 
Melosira ambiqua, 
Navicula radiosa 
Melosira islandica ssp. 
helvetica 
The diatom succession of the Jalanti lake is illustrated in diagrammatic 
form in Fig. 12 . .11 elosira islandica ssp. lzelvetica is almost the sole dominant 
(> 80 °~) in the upper part of the clay {pollen zone V) . From the zone boun-
dary VfVI upwards diatoms characteristic of small lakes begin to flourish . 
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This thus marks the date of the ontogeny of Jalanti which is a phenomenon 
simultaneaus with the ontogeny of both Kyrösjärvi and Sarkkilanjärvi. It can 
further be seen from the diagram that through the whole Post-Pleistocene 
history of Jalanti almost the only diatom dominants have been the Melosira 
granulata type variety and M. granulata var. angustissima. Both these species 
are quite common in the plankton in many eutrophic lakes (J0RGE::-<SEN 1948, 
p. 57; see also PATRICK 1956, p. 1501 and CliOLXOKY 1962, p. 78 and 1966 a , 
p. 29). Also the more or less acidophilic Tabellaria fenestrata, T. flocculosa and 
Tetracyclus lacustris as weil as the sporadically occurring more or less alka-
liphilic Epithemia zebra var. porcellus, Rhopalodia gibba and Cyclotella comta 
(cf. ]0RGE::-<SEN 1948) belong to the succession. According to the observations 
of ]ÄRNEFELT (1952 b , p . 16) Melosira italica might be eutrophic. 
To sum up, the diatom succession of the Jalanti lake shows that there have 
been no great changes in its typology during the Post-Pleistocene period but 
the lake has remained consistently more or less eutrophic. 
Table 4 list s the most typical diatoms of the lakes studied within different 
pollen zones. 
The stratigraphical distrihution of Bosmina compared with some 
chemical da ta 
The biostratigraphy of Cladocera, especially the genus Bosmina, which 1s 
frequently the most abundant of all Cladocera in the sediments, has been used 
for interpreting palaeolimnological changes (see for example DEEVEY 1942; 
SCOURFIELD 1943, FREY 1955, 1956, 1960, 1961; V ALLENTYNE & SWABEY 
1955; LIVINGSTONE 1957; LIVINGSTONE, BRYAN & LEAHY 1958). Remains of 
Bosmina have been found in deposits as old as Eemian Interglacial (FREY 
1962) and also as is quite natural in Late- and Post-Pleistocene timnie sediments 
(see FREY 1964, pp. 39----L!ß). The parts of Bosmina that can be identified from 
the bottom deposits are the shell and head. AusTD< (1942) also found post-
abdominal claws in the bottom sediments of Linsley Pond. Their importance 
lay in the fact that they made it possible for him to distinguish between Bos-
mina coregoni and B. longirostris type. This qualitative analysis is very im-
portant in palaeolimnology because B. coregoni generally occurs in more Oli-
gotrophie conditions than B. longirostris, which favours eutrophic surround-
ings (RYLOV 1935; FREY 1964, p . 40). 
As early as 1888 Filip Trybom had published data on the remains of Ento-
mostraca of the Cladocera group found in the superficial parts of the bottom 
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deposits in some Swedish lakes. Using a simple bottom dredge he took sam-
ples from about twenty lakes and reported the amounts of plant and animal 
remains as weil as mineral particles as percentages of the total volume of a 
sample. For example, the sample from Oppmannasjö was composed of 55 % 
of remains of Cladocera. The main species were Bosmina crassicornis Lillj., 
Chydorus minor Lillj. and Daphnia cucullata Sars (TRYBOM 1888, p. 495). 
LU).TDBECK (1926) found Bosmina shells from ail the lakes he studied. 
GRüSCHOFF (1936) discovered various remains of Daphnia and Bosmina as 
weil as other unidentified Entomostraca in the superficial parts of the Grosser 
Pläner See deposits. LUNDQVIST (1924 , 1927) saw shells and abdomina of 
several Entomostraca in his bottom material. 
It is worth mentioning that in his studies on the peat lands of Finland 
Harald Lindberg also reports that animal remains occur in the analysed pro-
files. Thus for example from the bog near the J ärvil.')'lä farm house in J oroi-
nen he mentions the following Entomostraca: Alona ajjinis Leydig, Bosmina 
sp., Bythotrephes Cederstroemii Lilljeb., Camptocercus biserratus Schödl., 
Daphnia sp. and Pleuroxus aduncus (LINDBERG 1900 a and 1900 b, p. 25). 
The postabdomen of Eurycercus lamellatus 0 . F. Müller was also found in 
the profile 4 taken near Kalkulla Varsträsk in Inkoo (LINDBERG 1900 b, p. 36). 
Quantitative studies have shown the Bosmina numbers to vary from a 
few thousand to as many as 500,000 fragments per 1 cm3 of sediment (STEr-
NECKE 1937; DEEVEY 1942; KORDE 1956 and FREY 1961). The quantitative 
Bosmina curve reflects changes in the past production of a lake. It has often 
been placed on a par with the amount of organic material in the sediment (e .g. 
DEEVEY 1942, 1955; FREY 1961) and it is of great significance as a reflector 
of the t ypological development of a Iake. 
In the present study the quantitative Bosmina curves have been compared 
with the content of organic material in the sediment ( = loss-on-ignition at 
550°C) and the quantitative stratigraphical curves of carbon (C), nitrogen 
(N) and iron (Fe). The pH of the deposits (the stratigraphical pH) has also 
been given in the diagrams. All these curves have been compared with poilen 
stratigraphy. Plates 1 and 2 show the typical remains of fossil Bosmina. 
Kyrösjärvi 
The palaeolimnological data of Kyrösjärvi are derived from core 14. The 
results of the respective analyses have been presented in diagrammatic form 
in Fig. 13. As is evident from the diagram the maximum Bosmina produc-
tion is in the poilen zone VI where there are 12,500 Bosmina remains per 1 cm3 
fresh sediment. The curve falls thereafter reaching its minimum (about 2,000 
fragments /1 cm3) in pollen zone VIII. After the zone transition VIII/IX the 
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FIG. 13. The palaeolimnological data of Kyrösj än ·i showing the fossil Bosmina, loss-on-
ignition, sedimentary carbon, nitrogen , iron and pH in the po llen chronology 
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Bosmina number increases again. In the superficial sediments the Bosmina 
amount is 5,000 fragments per 1 cm3 • 
The loss-on-ignition curve shows a rising tendency up to pollen zone VIII 
where it reaches its maximum. It falls thereafter indicating the increase of 
rninerogenic material in the succession. The minimum follO'.YS in the trans-
gressive clay-gyttja, after which the amount of organic matter increases again 
in the topmost coarse detritus gyttja. It is worth mentioning in this connex-
ion that in Kyrösjärvi the changes in Bosmina production and the increase 
of organic material clearly differ from each other. The quantitative curve for 
carbon also shows a rising tendency reaching an enormous maximum in pol-
len zone VIII . In principle this curve should reflect the same increase of or-
ganic material as the loss-on-ignition curve. It is also interesting to notice 
that the carbon maximum coincides with the minimum in the Bosmina curve. 
The quantitative nitrogen curve illustrates the same principle as the carbon 
curve. The amount of iron increases at first in the succession, beginning, how-
ever, to decrease gradually later on and increasing again only after the zone 
transition VIII/XI. It can be further seen from the diagram that in the stra-
tigraphy pH shows tendency towards acid conditions: it decreases fairly re-
gularly towards the upper part of the succession. 
Sarkkilanjärvi 
Fig. 14 shows the palaeolimnological diagram of Sarkkilanjärvi. The Bos-
mina production can be seen to increase regularly reaching its maximum at 
the zone transition VII I /IX , after which the curve falls steeply. Another 
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peak occurs near the surface at the 5 cm Ievel. The loss-on-ignition curve 
follows the Bosmina curve in shape, as do the stratigraphical curves of carbon 
and nitrogen. The changes in the course of the iron curve are small and there 
has been no great change in its amount during the development of the Iake. 
The stratigraphical curve of pH has a slight minimum during the Hypsither-
mal period. 
] alanti 
The results of the palaeolimnological analyses concerning ] alanti are ginn 
m the diagram of Fig. 15. Bosmina has a !arge maximum in pollen zone VI 
similar to that in Kyrösjärvi. It is follo>ved by a minimum in the middle 
of the H ypsithermal period and a second maximum at the zone transition 
VIII/IX after which the curve falls very steeply. Here, as in Sark.kilanj ärvi, 
there is a marked increa e in the Bosmina production close to the surface 
at the 5 cm Ievel. 
It can be stated that the loss-on-ignition curve shows the same Yariations 
as does the Bosmina curve. The interpretation of chemical cur;es is nry dif-
ficult since they show no appreciable changes. The curve of iron is Yery even 
and constant as is the curYe of stratigraphical pH. 
The Cf ratio 
There is a close connexion between the bottom deposits and the limnolo-
gicallake type. This was proved most com-incingly by the study of HAx E:-r 
(1962) on the dystrophic Iake type where the bottom deposits are always 
either dy containing humus or tyrfopel depending on the humus content of 
the sediment in question. Chemical sediment analyse from Danish and Swe-
dish lakes further illustrate this correlation. The results show that in all the 
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oligohumic lakes the present bottom deposit consists of gyttja, whereas an 
increase of humus content causes the replacement of gyttja first by dy and 
then by tyrfopel and finally by peat at the stage when the lake basin becomes 
overgrown as a result of the paludification process (Hfu'<SEN 1959 a and b, 
1961 and 1962). The type of humus, which is of the greatest importance, can 
be characterized by the carbon-nitrogen ratio (CfN) (HANSEN 1959 a, p. 311). 
This ratio can be employed in distinguishing between gyttja and dy, i.e. in 
the chemical determination of gyttja and dy. If CfN is less than 10 the humus 
of the sediment is neutral and the deposit is gyttja whereas if it is over 10 
some acidic humus has been mi.-xed with the gyttja and the sediment is dy or 
tyrfopel (HA.!'<SEN 1959 b). The CfN ratios of Danish lake sediments vary be-
tween !L5 and 22.9 (HAKSEN 1959 a, TableI on page 313) and between 10.0-
19.5 in Swedish lakes used as examples (HANSEN 1961, Table 2 on page 289). 
There are no determinations of Cfl ratios from Finnish lake sediments but 
KrVINEN (1933 and 1934) has dealt with the CfN ratios of different peat types. 
They vary between 16.7 and 36.9 (KrvDrnx 1934, Table 4, p. 11). Later he 
reports some determinations of Cf ratios in gyttjas (KrvrNEN 1938, Appendix 
1, p. 31) with rather low values, 11 on the average. 
PASTERNAK (1965) has studied the chemical composition of the sediments 
in some lakes of the Tatra area. The sediments of these lakes show the follow-
ing variation of CfN ratios: The lowest average CfN ratio is found in the sedi-
ments of Lake Wielki Sta''' (9.05-11.57), the corresponding value for Lake 
Morskie Oko is slightly higher (9.35-14.44) and that of the sediments in Lake 
Toporowy Staw is decidedly high (14.06-20.73) (PASTERNAK 1965, Table I , 
p. 6!1). This last mentioned Iake is clearly dystrophic (op. cit. , p. 67) . 
The CfN ratios obtained for the bottom deposits of Kyrösjärvi, Sarkkilan-
järvi and Jalanti are still tentative. The method for detennining gyttja and 
dy has hardly been applied in Finland at all and there is thus still an obvious 
need to correlate it indisputably with the limnologicallake type system by 
means of recent studies. In palaeolimnology it is in principle possible to 
deterrnine with this method the first sign of )>dystrophy)> in the development 
of a given Iake, which is especially important in areas where the lakes are 
affected by peat formation. The Cf values for Kyrösjärvi are surprisingly 
high, as a result of the continuously high amounts of carbon throughout the 
whole succession. The range of variation is 96.0-250.0 and thus in no accord-
ance with the values referred to above. The CfN values for both Sarkkilan-
järvi and Jalanti are, on the other hand, lower, the range of variation being 
for the sediment succession of Sarkkilanjärvi 9.0- 20.0 and for Jalanti cor-
respondingly 5.0-14.0. It can be stated in general that in the case of the two 
last-mentioned lakes the Cf ratio increases towards the later deposits, per-
haps as a consequence of the precense of humic matter in the lakes. 
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Comparisons between the lakes studied with discussion of the 
results 
Because the lakes studied, Kyrösjärvi, Sarkkilanjärvi and J alanti are all 
of the same age, the different successions have been presented in the following 
comparative diagrams on the same time scale based on pollen stratigraphy. 
Fig. 16 illustrates a comparison of the quantitative Bosmina curves. In the 
case of Sarkkilanjärvi the Bosmina production rises continuously through 
the Post-Pleistocene pollen zones VI , \ .II and VIII which is a distinctive de-
viation from the Bosmina successions of Kyrösjärvi and Jalanti. In these two 
last mentioned lakes the ontogeny is followed immediately by a rapid rise in 
the Bosmina production which , however, soon declines. At the zone transition 
VIII/IX a simila r feature is tobe seen in both the Sarkkilanjärvi and Jalanti 
series: the Bosmina shows a clear drop at the beginning of zone IX. At the 
same time the Bosmina number of Kyrösjärvi increases. There are also definite 
differences in quantity between Sarkkilanjärvi, Kyrösjärvi and Jalanti. The 
production intensity has been fairly low in Sarkkilanjärvi throughout its 
development. 
In Linsley Pond (DEEVEY 1942) the maximum in the production of Bos-
mina is during the C 2 phase (of DEEVEY) which corresponds approximately 
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with zone \'III in the zoning of ]ESSEX (see DEEVEY 1953, p . 275). In Schlein-
see the number of Bosmina (and chydorid) remains increases exponentially 
between pollen zones VII and VIII and the Bos·mina maximum comes in 
pollen zone VIII (FREY 196 1, Fig. 1). In the present study the Bosmina ma-
ximum is, in the case of Kyrösjärvi and Jalanti, in zone VI, andin Sarkkilan-
järvi only at the zone transition \'III/IX. In Pyramid Valley (DEEVEY 1955) 
there is a maximum of Cladocera occurring at the time of the maximum of 
organic matter in the sediments likewise as in Linsley Pond and Schleinsee. 
The loss-on-ignition curves of Sarkkilanjärvi, and possibly also of ] alanti 
(see Fig. 17), are roughly parallel to those of Bosmina but the variation of the 
Bosmina production in Kyrösjärvi deviates most from the others. Although 
the Bosmina production in Kyrösjärvi is decreasing upwards the amount of 
organic material is increasing, being, at its maximum, at a Ievel where Bos-
mina has its minimum. This is likely to be a result of the intensive paludifi-
cation of the surroundings. This process is thus an edaphic one: the humic 
substances which find their way into the Iake cause a decrease in the Bosmina 
production while they, at the same time, increase the amount of organic ma-
terial in the sediment. A statement of HA.'<SEN (1962, p. 189) deserves mention 
in this connexion viz. that the content of organic matter in the profundal 
sediments is increasing with increasing dystrophy. In Eight Lake, Alaska, 
the quantitative Bosmina curve falls rapidly towards the upper part of the 
succession (Lrvr~GSTO~E, BRYA.'< & LEAHY 1958, p. 207). This decline in the 
Bosmina production has been interpreted as a sign of a typological change of 
the Iake from eutrophy to dystrophy, and so to its present stage. Supposing 
that the interpretation to be correct, these two lakes , Kyrösjärvi and Eight 
Lake, are likely to have undergone a similar typological development. 
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FIG. 17. Comparison of ignitable organic matter of the sediments of Kyrösjärvi, Sarkkilan-
järvi and Jalanti. The time scale as in Fig. 16. 
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It is also apparent from the eorrelation diagram for loss-on-ignition cur...-es 
(Fig. 17) that in all the lakes subject to the present study the amount of orga· 
nie matter inereases (possibly, however, for different reasons) in the pollen 
zone VI, i.e. immediately after their isolation, ontogeny. The inerease of the 
organie matter eontinues up to the zone transition VIII/IX (in the ease of 
Kyrösjärvi not quite that long andin the ease of Jalanti after a slight deelin(' 
of the loss eurve) from where it then declines while the amount of mineragenie 
material inereases. This means in the ease of the Kyrösjärvi sediment sue· 
eession the formation of the transgressive clay-gyttja , and in the eases of 
Sarkkilanjärvi and Jalanti , the elimatie ehange manifests itself as a slight in-
erease in the amount of mineragenie matter, as ean be seen from the respeetive 
loss-on-ignition eurves. The organie eomponent again beeomes greater in the 
superfieial sediments. HANSEN (1959) also finds a clear inerease of the mine-
rogenic material in those bottom deposits of Danish lakes which were formed 
during moist periods. In principle also, the stratigraphieal eurves of earbon 
reflect the same elimatie influenee upon the evolutionary pieture of the lakes 
presented by this study (see Fig. 18). The earbon eontent inereased during the 
Hypsithermal Interval deelines clearly in the pollen zone IX. This phenomenon 
is probably also revealed in the diagrams of ~IACKERETH (1965) showing varia-
tion of earbon eontent in the sediments of different valley lakes of the English 
Lake District (op. eit., Figs. 2 and 3). 
The distribution of organie matter in the profile of Linsley Pond is be-
lieved by HuTCHINSON & WOLLACK (1940) to indieate a rapid change from 
oligotrophy to eutrophy, followed by a long period of approx:imate equilib-
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rium in a eutrophic condition. In Linsley Pond the greatest increase in orga-
nic matter took place during the rise and fall of the spruce forest in the periods 
Ai and A2 of DEEVEY's chronology (see e.g. DEEVEY 1953). 
In the diagrarns from two ::\1azurian lakes, Lake Olecki and Lake Miko-
lajki , investigated by CzECZUGA (1965 a and b) where the organic matter has 
been compared with sedimentary chlorophyll, the amount of the former, as 
weil as the primary production, reflect climatic changes during the Post-
Pleistocene period. The beginning of the Sub-atlantic period (period V of 
CzECZUGA) is manifested as a clear fall in the amounts of sedimentary chloro-
phyll and organic matter. From his studies CzECZUGA has also been able to 
show the climatic changes through the whole Sub-atlantic period, visible also 
in the palaeoalgological results of KORDE (1966, see e.g. the Lake Kotokel 
diagram, Table IX). It rnight be asked in this connexion whether the evidently 
contemporaneous Bosmina peaks in the Sub-atlantic part of both the Sarkkilan-
järvi and Jalanti diagrams aretobe regarded as a reflection of climatic chan,-
ges during the Sub-atlantic period or, as an example of the eutrophying in-
fluence of the cultivation of the adjacent country? This is, however, a question 
deserving much more attention in Finnish Palaeolimnology than has been 
given to it earlier. It is also worth mentioning that the organic pigments and 
their deriYates as such are most important when studying the typological 
changes as indicators of variations in the primary production within lakes 
(e.g. Zt'LLIG 1956, 1961 ; FoGG 1965). 
The diagram of Fig. 19 shows a correlation of the stratigraphical nitrogen 
cun·es from the studied lakes. It can be seen from them that the N curve for 
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Kyrösjärvi is also likely to reflect the increase in organic production during 
the Hypsithermal. The nitrogen contents of SarkkilanjärYi and Jalanti show, 
on the other hand, far fewer fluctuations. 
It can be observed from the curYes of sedimentary iron (see Fig. 20) that 
the curve for Kyrösjärvi has more fluctuation than those for Sarkkilanj ärYi 
and J alanti, which are rather monotonous. The main quantitative difference 
is the fact that Sarkkilanjärvi has the smallest iron content. It is known, on 
the basis of studies of recent conditions in Finland that the iron contents are 
generally greater in lakes rich in nutrients and in lakes with a humus content 
above the average than in oligotrophic lakes {JÄRxEFELT 195 , Table 11). On 
the other hand the degree to which iron is deposited in Finnish lakes can be 
quite remarkable (] .Ä.R:>EFELT '1955). It is further evident on the basis of the 
quantit ative curve for iron in the bottom deposits of Kyrösjärvi that the maxi-
mum is at the beginning of the deposition of fine detritus gyttja just above T 0 , 
above which the curve shows a falling tendency, whereas the curves for car-
bon and nitrogen show an opposite, rising, tendency at the same time. A 
possible interpretationisthat the flow of hurnic substances into the lake has a 
diminishing effect upon the precipitation of iron in the basin. It is quite ge-
nerally known that humic substances are able to retain iron in solution (see 
also RYHÄNEN '1 96'1 and '1964). 
It has been shown by studies on the Post-Pleistocene development of lakes 
that the rise in temperature during the H ypsithermal period caused an in-
crease in the metabolism of lakes and thus led to an increase of primary (or-
ganic) production which can be seen also in connexion with the production of 
zooplankton (e .g. DEEVEY t9LI2; FREY '1 961). As a consequence the Bosmina 
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curve, in ideal cases, is a reflection of climatic conditions. A scrutiny of the 
Bosmina successions in the lakes in question reveals that the influence of 
climate is perhaps best visible in the Bosmina production of Sarkkilanjärvi . 
The beginning of the climatically less favourable Sub-atlantic period is mani-
fested in an interesting way, as a sudden decline in the Bosmina production. 
This decline is perhaps clearer at the corresponding level in Jalanti. Chrono-
logically it coincides with the zone boundary VIII/IX. Perhaps the sole ex-
planation for the changes in the Bosmina production of Sarkkilanjärvi is 
afforded by climatic factors. Besides, the lake lies mainly within a till area 
where no greater edaphic processes (e.g. paludification) are likely to have 
taken place during its history, contrary to the case of the surroundings of 
Kyrösjärvi . 
The Hypsithermal minimum in the Bosmina stratigraphy of Jalanti is hard 
to explain. On the other hand the curve fluctuations are partly due to clima-
tic factors, as was mentioned above. No significant edaphic processes can be 
thought to have affected the course of the curve as a result of changes in the 
environment. At least, no signs of such kind can be seen from the loss-on-
ignition curve contrary to the case of Kyrösjärvi. One explanation might be 
afforded by the changes in the bathymetry of the lake. lVruELLER (1964) has 
regarded, in connexion with three northern Indiana lakes, the changes in the 
amounts of the remains of planktonic Cladocera, incl. Bosmina, as a function 
of the bathymetry of the basin. This can also be seen clearly from the studies 
of TE""HU (unpubl.) on t\\·o Bosrnina successions from Konnevesi, Central Fin-
land. In the pelagic profile the increase in the Bosmina production is probably 
due to climatic causes whereas in the case of the littoral facies the Bosmina. 
curve is seemingly connected with changes in the water level within the basin. 
The Bosmina stratigraphy of Kyrösjärvi is, however, clearly different from 
those mentioned abon. As has already been stated earlier, the obvious fall in 
the Bosmina (secondary) production is caused by allochtonous organic material , 
humic substances. The development of the lake has thus been mainly influenced 
by the edaphic factors of the environment. Their influence has also caused the 
change of the Iake type into dys-oligotrophy. The dystrophication process was 
evidently begun contemporaneously with the deposition of fine detritus gyttja, 
at the change from zone VI to zone VII, which has been determined in this 
connexion on the basis of T 0 • If the dating of 1'0 from Karhejärvi near by, 
6620±120 B.P. (ALHONE::-< 1964), can also be applied in this case we can con-
clude that Kyrösjärvi has been humic for at least 6500 years. The weak Bos-
mina maximum in the upper clay-gyttja layer is likely to be partly a result of 
an increase in production (mineroeutrophy), and partly of re-deposition dur-
ing the transgression, when sediments which already lay bare (i .e. clays) were 
eroded by a rising water level. 
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The typological development of the lakes studied compared with 
some other Late- and Post-Pleistocene lakes 
The use of various biostratigraphical and chernical methods has made it 
possible to obtain a general outline of the typological development of several 
Pleistocene and Post-Pleistocene lakes. The general tendency of this develop-
ment seems to be from oligotrophy towards eutrophy. This development is 
partly natural, partly due to Man's eutrophying influence, and this is especially 
so in the very young superficial deposits (see e.g. Z üLLIG 1956). There are, 
however, examples of a development in an opposite direction, too, as can be 
seen from Table 5 where the typological development of our examples has 
been compared with that of some other lakes. 
The present biostratigraphical study of three lakes of different types in 
South-west Finland shows that Sarkkilanjärvi, at present an oligotrophic lake, 
and Jalanti, an eutrophic lake, have not experienced any great typological 
changes during their course of development. On the basis of subfossil micro-
flora and-fauna it can only be stated that the Hypsithermal Interval seems 
to have had some eutrophying influence upon Sarkkilanjärvi, whereas Jalanti 
was already eutrophic at the time of its formation. A clearer typological change 
has taken place in the case of Kyrösjärvi, at present a dystrophic lake with 
brown water. This concept of change is based upon the interpretation of the 
evolutionary image of the lake as it was outlined by the data concerning the 
subfossil microflora and-fauna as well as the chernical analyses. It should be 
mentioned that because of human influence a secondary eutrophication pro-
cess is gradually taking place in Kyrösjärvi (]ÄRNEFELT 1956; ALHONEN 1965) . 
As has already been stated, the typological development of the Eight Lake, 
Alaska, seems to have been very similar (LIVINGSTONE, BRYAN & LEAHY 1958). 
TABLE 5. Camparisan af the typalagical develapment af same Late-P/eistacene and 
Past-Pleistactme lakes 
Oligotrophy -+ eutrophy 
Eutrophy -+ dystrophy 
Linsley Pond (DEEVEY 19',2). Windermere (PEN::-<L.'<"GTON 
1943; SCOURFIELD 1943), Esthwaite Water (GOULDEN 1964). 
Längsee (FR.Ev 1955), Schleinsee (FREY 196 1), Grosser Plö-
ner See (GROSCHOPF 1936). 
Eight Lake (LIVI::-<GSTOXE, BRY.~'<" & LE.urv 1958), Kyrös-
järvi. 
Oligotrophy -+ oligotrophy Sarkkilanjärvi 
Eutrophy -+ eutrophy Jalanti 
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It is also worth mentioning that according to their macrophyte flora many 
lakes in the Kuusamo district, North-East Finland, were formerly obviously 
rich in nutrients but have subsequently suffered impoverishment (VASARI 
1962). The paludification of the surroundings is likely to have caused a dystro-
phication of the lakes and the allochtonous humic substances then began to 
influence their natural economy. 
A continuation of our comparison shows that for example Kentmere one 
of the lakes in the English Lake District, was eutrophic at an earlier stage 
and later its typological development has been more or less clearly towards 
oligotrophy (Rou~m 1957). In Windermere the evolutionary tendency was 
from oligotrophy towards eutrophy but this change is visible in the upper 
part of the stratigraphy (PEX:\1KGTO:-< 1943; ScouRFIELD 1943). GauLDEN (1964) 
has made a detailed investigation of the development of Esthwaite \Vater by 
means of Cladocera stratigraphy (for the diatom succession of the same lake, 
see RouND 1961). In Esthwaite \Vater (GüULDE:-< 1964, see Fig. 1) each Cla-
doceral maximum is closely associated with climatic or cultural changes in 
the drainage basin. The first peak is in the Aller0d (zone II) where a plank-
tonic community of Bosmina (coregoni) was also present. A second peak in 
abundance occurred in late Boreal time (zone VI) and extended into the At-
lantic period (zone VII a). These two maxima reflect climatic changes, the 
first that of the .warm Aller0d, and the second the Post-Glacial amelioration 
of climate in Boreal time (GoULDE" 1964, p. 1001). The following two peaks 
occur later in zone VII b. They have been interpreted as signs of Man's in-
fluence on the basin. The increase productivity at this time may have been 
caused by the increased of ions eroded into the basin as a result of deforestra-
tion (GüULDEN 1964, p. 1002). The replacement of Bosmina coregoni by B.lon-
girostris which takes place in Esthwaite \Vater in the upper part of the strati-
graphy (cf. Windermere) indicates a rapid eutrophication. Esthwaite Water 
was an oligotrophic lake during most of its development and only within the 
last 900 years has it become eutrophic under the influence of Man. 
A Scottish lake, Loch of Park, Aberdeenshire, was an eutrophic lake dur-
ing its early history with dominant alkaliphilic epipelic and epiphytic diatoms, 
but later it evidently became oligotrophic (ALHOXEN 1967) . A very similar 
case for the Late-glacial period has been described by BEHRE (1966) from Ost-
friesland. In an interglacial lake at Herning in Denmark ANDERSEN (1964, 
1966) has shown a development from base-rich to base-poor water. The dir-
ection of the development of Linsley Pond can be stated, on the basis of bio-
stratigraphical material, to have been from oligotrophy to eutrophy (DEEVEY 
1942) . The same changes have taken place in the Central European lakes Läng-
see (FREv 1955), Schieinsee (FREv 1961) and the Grosser Pläner See (GRo-
SCHOPF 1936). 
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Summary 
In this paper an attempt h as been m ade t o solve the Post-Pleistocene typological de-
velopment of three lakes, each representing a different trpe at the present, one of them 
(Jalanti) being eutrophic, one oligotrophic (Sarkkilanjärvi) and one dystrophic (Kyrös-
järvi). The cores were taken with a p lexiglass piston sampler, essentially identical to the 
sampler of the Livingstone t ype. A Hiller sampler was a lso used . Pollen st ratigraphy was 
used for dating the bottom d eposits of the lakes im·estigated. This a llowed a comparison 
of the d evelopm ent of the lakes a t earli er stages. Diatom analrsis was used first to show 
the isolation of the lakes from the Ancylus Lake phase of the Baltic Sea and secondly to 
follow the typological development of the lakes in the light of the de,·elopment of the 
dia t om floras. The diatom an alysis shmYed a d istinct florist ic change in the case of K yrös-
j ärvi whereas n o clear variations can be shown to ha,-e occurred during the life history of 
Sarkkil anjä rvi and J a lanti; their respecti,-e typology has reruarked more or less const ant. 
The influence of the Hypisth ermal period is perhaps best seen in the case of the Sark-
kilanjärvi diatom succession, at which point an indicat ion of slightly a lkaliphilic , more 
eutrophic conditions can be seen. \Vith the help of the biostratigraphy of Bosmina an 
attempt has been made to ou tline the past productidtr and the factors affecting it . It 
can be said tha t climate has h ad a marked influence upon the variations in the productivity 
of Sarkkilanj ä rvi, while the impoverishment of K yrösjärYi is mainly attributable to the 
humic substances which have found their way into the Iake this is clearly seen from the 
measurem ents of organic matter and other chemical analyses. In the case of J alanti 
changes in the water Ievel ar e likely to haYe been a factor affecting the course of the Bos-
mina curve . The Sub-atlantic det erioration of the climate is marked in the production of 
the lakes studied by a r apid and s trong decline in the Bosmina production of both Sarkki-
Janj är vi and J alanti from the zon e boundary YIIIJIX upwards. In Kyrösjän·i with a 
!arge catchment area the increasing maisture causes a local transgression which is revealed 
by the formation of a clay -gyttja deposit in its bottarn stratigraphy. The chemical deter-
minations of carbon, nitrogen and iron and the changes in the amount of organic matter 
can be regarded as r efl ecting changes in production. On the other hand they reflect the 
proportion of allochtonous material in the production process, as was the case with Kyrös-
jä rvi. On the basis of the available material it has been shown that of the lakes in question 
only Kyrösjärvi h as undergone a typological change from eutrophy to dyst rophy. Sarkki-
lan jä rv i, which is a t present an oligotrophic Iake and the eutrophic Iake Jalauti h ave not 
changed much in t yp e. Same degree of secondary eutrophication as a result of Man's agr i-
cultural influence is to be seen in Kyrösjän·i and perhaps also in Sarkkilanjä r vi. The re-
sults obtained h ave been compared with the limnological de,·elopment of some other Plei-
stocen e and Post-Pleistocene lak es . 
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E xplanation of some Fi nnish words occuring zn the text 
(i n geographical names) 
joki 
j ärvi 
k angas (in geographical contex t) 
koski 
k ylä 
lahti 
niemi 
pohj a 
saari 
selkä 
vesi 
ri\·er 
Iake 
d ry forest land 
rapid 
Yillage 
bay 
cape, point 
end of bay 
island 
open Iake 
wat er, in n a mes used as a synonym for 
jä rvi 
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